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Carol MitchellCarol Mitchell  

Kept PromisesKept Promises  

   "We’re almost there, guys," Gareth stopped and looked back at the two 

younger boys struggling through the underbrush of the forest. 

   "I’m tired", whined Jason, the older of the twins. 

   "You’ll have to carry us back home, Gareth. Why did you bring us so far?" 

Michael said accusingly. 

   Gareth replied calmly forcing himself to kept the irritation out of his 

voice. "It’s worth the walk, trust me; right around the corner." 

   The three boys followed the turn in the path and found themselves at the 

water's edge. The twins were immediately entranced by the sight before 

them. A river ran through the valley where they lived. It was fast and 

dangerous, and none of the children of the village were allowed to swim in 

it, even to play near it. Where they stood now, however, there was a deep 

indentation in the river� s bed, creating a sheltered cove with calm water. 

The boys felt as if the world has stood still; there was such a contrast 

between the fast pace of the river and the stillness of the water in the 

pool. The cove was just large enough for swimming. 

"WOW!" said the twins in unison, forgetting their earlier complaints. 

"I wish we could go in," said Michael wistfully. 

   "Sure you can," encouraged Gareth, "I’ve bathed there hundreds of times! It's calm 

and pretty shallow." 

   "Mother will kill us," warned Jason. He was the more cautious of the eight-year old 

pair. 
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   Gareth sighed dramatically "I’ll watch your clothes. Put them right here on this 

rock. Go in naked, then you can get dressed when you are dry. Mrs. Webster will 

never know!" 

   The boys looked at each other intently, communicating silently in a way that Gareth 

found most annoying. He tolerated it today, though, waiting, almost holding his breath 

until they nodded to each other and without a word, stripped off their clothes and ran 

to the water’s edge. 

   They splashed there for a while, but as they relaxed, they became bolder, venturing 

further out, chasing the ducks that had been peacefully enjoying the water. 

   Gareth sat on the shore watching for a while, then he lay back, his hands behind his 

head, looking up to the sky, not daring to think about what might happen next. 

   Suddenly, he heard a scream. He sat up quickly. He saw that the boys had chased 

the ducks out to where the sheltered cove ended; near to where the river careened 

downstream; over to where Gareth knew there was a steep 

drop in the river’s bed. Jason had stepped over that edge, lost his footing and disap-

peared under the water. He finally resurfaced, flailing his arms and gasping for breath. 

Michael was the one who had screamed earlier and then had moved further out in the 

water to look for his other half. Jason grabbed at his brother. He pulled Michael under 

the water and they began a fruitless, panicked struggle, each pulling the other under in 

their own effort to stay afloat. 

   Gareth sat on the bank and watched the dance. He watched as the boys’ efforts grew 

weaker and weaker. He watched until they were only able to surface for a second be-

fore being pulled under again. He watched until there was only a ripple in the surface 

of the pond and then nothing at all. 

   Gareth stared for a moment longer. The thought crossed his mind that he may have 

done something wrong. He had been a beggar, hustler and thief from the age of 6 until 

the Websters had taken him in at age 12. But of all the things that he had seen on the 

streets, things a child should never witness, he had never watched anyone die. 

   He consoled himself. After all, he had not known they would have gone out that far. 

They should have known better. He himself had swum safely away from that edge 

many times. And how could he have saved them? He had promised to watch the 

clothes and a promise must be kept. 

   Well, the Websters would have to adopt him now. Their precious brats were gone 

and so they could not use the excuse that they could no longer afford to feed an extra 

mouth. 

   Gareth carefully folded the twins’ clothes, got to his feet and walked back into town 

to report the tragedy as it had happened in his mind’s eye.  ♦ 
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Crossing OverCrossing Over  

   When I was younger, I loved going to funerals because I could sneak away from my 

crying mother and run outside in the graveyard with my friends, where the real fun be-

gins. 

   My nickname was Dare-Angel, because I never turn down a dare, no matter how dan-

gerous it was, and then if one of the grown ups ever caught me in the middle of some 

hardears game I would smile hard and sweet sweet so that they just give me a pat on the 

head and tell me to behave with a smile. Even my mother couldn’t resist all of my five 

teet. She would get angry, run for the big, leather belt we called Sidney and start lashing 

bout the place like a mad woman. But I was too quick for her. I would pretend that it 

was a game of dodge ball, and with the James Bond music running through my head I 

would duck, jump and roll, doing anything to miss those blows. Soon Mummy would 

start having fun trying to get me beat and we would both break down laughing together. 

   I loved funerals too because my best performances were done there. The children from 

my gap would dare me to jump over open graves with my eyes closed, or we would 

climb right to the top of the old steps, right behind the brekdown vault, and jump off of 

them too. It was a win-win situation because even if I hurt myself, I still had the cuts 

and bruises to show all my friends, and proof that I was the most strongest most fearless 

girl in the whole island. 

   The times when it was raining and we had to stay inside the church, I even used to 

peer into the coffin with curiosity, poking at the cold flesh with one finger. My friends 

would look at me, mouths dropping open cause I dare to touch the weird looking skin 

that does be plaster with makeup, but I didn’t care. 

Shakirah BourneShakirah Bourne  
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   Everything change one day, before old Miss Beverley funeral, when my Uncle Lemuel 

tell me that the dead person would jump out the coffin and grab me. From then I knew 

that I could never look at a dead body again. 

   From that moment I did everything in my power to avoid funerals, which was a big 

thing as someone in my village seemed to drop dead every week. As soon as I hear my 

mother let out a big wail, and shout “Oh nooo, say it ain so!” I would start thinking up 

my excuse. Sometimes I would eat some big ripe mangoes from the tree in the backyard 

as quickly as I could, until my belly reject the fruit and send the half swallow mango 

flesh right back up. I would take a few moments to clear my throat, swallow saliva to 

get rid of the nasty acid burn in it, and then happily skip to my mother to show her the 

mess I had made. I sick Mummy, I cried, I couldn’t go nowhere if I wanted. 

   It was easy to make excuses when the dead person was an old woman from across the 

road or an old friend of Mummy’s, but what I hadn’t thought about was  if someone 

close to me died, and even worse, someone just as young as me. 

   I had always thought death was for old people. Whenever I peeped into a coffin, the 

dead person’s skin would be wrinkle up, or they would have long gray hairs coming out 

of their nose. That’s why when Mummy come to me and tell me that Lasonta was dead, 

I call she a liar. 

   That was probably the only time I could have called her a liar, and not get chased bout 

the house with Sidney. Mummy must have thought that I was in shock, or talking out in 

pain, but I figured she telling me lies to punish me for not going with her to funerals 

anymore. I think she used to enjoy doing my hair in all the bubbles and bows, putting on 

my best Sunday shoes, and holding my hand while singing songs on the way to the 

church. I missed it too, but nothing was worth seeing dead bodies coming back to life 

and attacking me. 

   I knew Mummy was lying about Lasonta though, because I play ‘Sticky’ with her just 

yesterday. The school bell ring, telling lunch time, and my friends and I had rush to the 

door, each of us trying to squeeze through the tiny frame at once. We weren’t thinking 

about food, but to get on the pasture so that the games could begin. Lasonta was one of 

the first people through, and she ran down the slanted cement pavement towards the 

sandpit. 

   I was right behind she, and I watch as she slipped on air, fall and roll down the pave-

ment. None of the children ain pay she no mind, and continued towards the pasture, but 

for some reason I stop and wait on she to get up. Lasonta sat up, brushed the pebbles out 

of her hair, looked at me with a big grin, and started to race towards the sandpit again. 

Yesterday we had a lovely day rolling in the sandpit, and playing ‘Sticky’, and now to-

day, my own mother was looking at me right in the eye, trying to convince me that my 

friend was dead.  

It was only when I get school the next day, and find all the teachers and the students in 

the hall crying that I start to believe she. I went in the classroom and see Lasonta chair 

empty, and it is then that I start to break down and cry.  
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   One of the teachers come and hug me up, and tell me that Lasonta was in heaven now, 

and that all good little girls went to heaven, so I shouldn’t be sad. This woman doan 

know that I here crying because now that Lasonta dead it mean that I suppose to go to 

she funeral, and I know there was no way I could stay home. 

   And then, I was worried that she didn’t get to heaven, because all the teachers think 

that Lasonta was a good girl, but me and she used to play a lot of tricks on the teachers 

when they weren’t looking. 

   We put plasticine mixed with superglue on Ms Leonce chair, hoping that when she sit 

down she wouldn’t be able to get back up. All the time Ms Leonce sitting down teach-

ing, and correcting papers, me and Lasonta there giggling and waiting until she got to 

get up. Much to our sadness, when Ms Leonce had to write something on the blackboard 

she was still able to get up, but she skirt had a big red spot on she backside so it was still 

funny. One of the teachers come in the classroom then and tell she that she got a red 

spot on she skirt, and she pick up she bag and hurry to the bathroom, acting all antsy 

because of one spot. I does get dirty all the time and I never dead, so I don’t know why 

she get on like that. 

   But now because of things like them, Lasonta may be going to hell. If I did know that 

little children could dead, I would never have played these tricks. This mean that I 

shoulda listen to my grandmother and listen to what the pastor used to preach on Sun-

days instead of checking out all the new dirt marks in my Sunday dress. I think back to 

all those times I cudda break my neck playing all of my games. All them times I was so 

close to hell…and did not even know. 

   The day of the funeral come and I crying and crying, begging my mother to let me 

stand home, but she say she know I hurting and I got to be strong. Worse thing is my 

Uncle Lemuel just happen to pass by and see me dress up and ask, “Eh, you gine to see 

more dead people?” and I get so frighten I started to shake all over. 

   Although it was Saturday, the teacher tell we that we have to wear our school uni-

forms. I was mad at first, but then I realise that wearing my uniform feel different on a 

Saturday. It feel more like dress up, and we were still allowed to do our hair in the fancy 

bows and bubbles. 

 When we get to the church all my school friends were outside laughing and playing, 

and I couldn’t understand how them could act like nothing ain happen. We at Lasonta 

funeral! 

   My mother hold my hand and we start walking towards the church entrance, where 

there was a line waiting to see Lasonta in the big white coffin wid the gold handles. I 

never feel this feeling ever in my life as I get closer and closer to Lasonta dead body, 

and I feel the salty sweat burning my eyes, and my feet so heavy that my mother was 

half dragging me to the coffin. We get nearer and I see this white piece of lacy material 

sticking out from the coffin. I start seeing that material float up from the coffin, pulling 

the dead body up wid it. I see Lasonta face looking pale pale wid the powder that them 

does plaster on and although she eyes was bulging open, them look dull like my Cab-

bage Patch dolly ones. Yet, she had the same big mischievous smile. She whole head 

was on a side and she was telling me, “Come and jump over my grave Dare-Angel!”  
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    Next thing you know my mother was slapping my face, sitting down on one of the 

church seats, looking down at me all frighten. You cud believe I pass out right by the 

coffin like if I was feeling the spirit? My mother was asking me if I want to go outside 

and get some fresh air, but I shake my head. In order to go outside I would have to pass 

Lasonta again and I know now I can’t handle it. 

   That funeral was one of the longest I have ever been too, because it is the first time 

that I sit inside for the whole thing, and never went in the graveyard to run bout. All of 

the other little children was calling me to come outside and play, but I ignore them and 

sit quietly next to my mother, listening to the pastor and his message. ♦ 
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An AffairAn Affair  

He and she into serious 

business 

Making baby 

Fuking all day and night 

Neighbors na turn a 

blind eye 

She hollering 

He wuking away 

 

All heads turn to the 

house down yonder 

Just the other day 

He beat she painfully in 

the streets 

Catch she wid another man 

in de same house 

 

Few days lata she wid 

she frens when one a dem 

ask, "why you let tha man do 

you so?" 

 

She tells dem how she luvs 

him so and that he makes all 

her toes curl when they do 

the ting that they do 

 

He sits with his frens 

and they congratulate him 

for handling she so 

"strong man" they say 

 

In de yaad he a 

big maan, second only to 

de bossmaan from 

Ingland 

Elvis AlvesElvis Alves  
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20102010  

Pushcart PrizePushcart Prize  

NomineesNominees  

Each publication is allowed up to 6 nominations per year, which can be any 

combination of poetry and fiction. For 2010, St. Somewhere Journal is 

pleased to submit the following nominations. 

 

1. Ten O’Clock—A poem by Charlotte Hamrick. Appeared in the February 2010 issue. 

 

2. The Day the Wind Stopped Blowing—A short story by Patty Somlo. Appeared in 

the March 2010 issue. 

 

3. Canefields We Too Forget—A poem by Summer Edward. Appeared in the March 

2010 issue. 

 

4. Wild Craboo—A poem by Andre Marsden. Appeared in the June 2010 issue. 

 

5. Resemblance—A short story by Danielle Boodoo-Fortuné. Appeared in the 
July 2010 issue. 

 

6. The Suffocated Terrace—A poem by Sergio Ortiz. Appeared in the July 2010 issue. 
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The Seduction of Ms. SkeeteThe Seduction of Ms. Skeete  

 

If I believed in heroes or miracles or prophets 

Like some do 

I would give up my soul to champion the truth 

For a small price 

No posthumous rewards for me 

Some abject human suffering 

Mayhap a little immortalizing 

If one is so inclined 

(remembering I liked two lumps of sugar with my tea). 

 

If I thought that for every ten frogs I kissed 

One turned out to be a prince 

I would let myself be convinced 

That there’s still a place 

In this mad-lust-crazed world for love and lovers 

The blooming of egoist’s flowers. 

Yet I am sick of love 

And save sex for those who have 

More need of it than I - 

The fantasy of struggle makes me try 

So beautifully 

To overcome complacency in my life. 

 

 

Carlyon BlackmanCarlyon Blackman  
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If I felt that for every tear I shed 

One starving child could disassociate himself 

From the plague of knowledge and impotence 

Shroud ignorance like some magician’s cloak 

Against the cry of war 

To produce some valiant love song 

Just as catchy and commercial 

From life’s opportune black hat 

Or if I felt that justice and mercy and compassion 

Were not mere eavesdroppers 

Hearing no good of themselves 

I would avail myself to set the record straight 

Tell them life is not some sick-sad-cruel joke. 

 

If I knew beyond a shadow of a doubt 

A sure way to lead lost souls home 

To give some poor besotted bastard a chance 

At dreams of peace and uncompromising joy – 

I would be the first to shout to the heavens above 

And sacrifice my blood for a truce with God. 
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Food For ThoughtFood For Thought  

They have given us a bone 

without any meat 

tricked our minds 

told us how sweet 

it is.  So we gnaw and eat 

till we are replete 

then we belch; 

still the yearning 

the burning 

persists, for something more 

something pure, 

to quench 

the stench 

that piles 

when we fart. 

And so to sate 

the hate 

rising like bile 

at our fate – 

the empty plate 

which is ours – 

we swallow our pride 

and try to hide 

what we feel inside. 

 

Carlyon BlackmanCarlyon Blackman  
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We are content with a shell 

in this hell 

of a life 

filled with torment and strife 

that we cannot escape 

from.  So we rape 

their books to scrape 

what little there is left in the pot, 

but, as luck 

would have it 

there’s nothing left to do ‘cept 

fuck 

around and pray 

that one day 

our seed 

will breed 

some new hope 

some bright scope 

for the rest 

and in our quest 

to get at the truth 

of the matter, 

the meat on the platter 

we realize 

that in spite 

of the might 

of our race 

our place 

is still at the door 
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like before 

where we grovel 

and squirm 

like worms 

in the land 

of our birth 

which our blood, sweat and tears 

made it worth- 

while to die for 

others to be free 

or so we say. 

Glad would be the day 

when the shackles 

in our head 

are dead 

and buried, 

the knots 

in our guts 

are untied, 

leaving us free 

to be 

what we are inside 
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instead 

of a constipated 

alias “emancipated” 

nation 

bent on picking 

a 

few  

old 

white 

bones. 
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Vashti BowlahVashti Bowlah  

Signed With LoveSigned With Love  

 

  Reena rose before dawn and showered. Evidence of her tear-stained cheeks washed 

away. Her eyes were still swollen but she barely noticed anymore. She wore a blue 

sundress with a white ribbon tied around her waistline, her long dark hair framing her 

round face. She leaned over the cot beside her bed where her tiny bundle was asleep, 

wrapped in his warm blanket. A smile lurked about the corners of her mouth. My be-

loved will return today, I know he will.   

  She removed the wrinkled sheet of paper from under her pillow and clutched it pro-

tectively against her chest. She walked to her bedroom window overlooking the main 

street and sank into her chair. Reena unfolded the year-old sheet of paper and held it 

open in front of her. She traced her fingers over the letters of the name that was signed 

at the bottom of the page. She stared at the hand-written words which she now knew 

by heart. 

 

November 18, 2003 

 

My Dearest Reena, 

I’m sorry that I had to return to American so suddenly. I was called to join my 

comrades in Iraq and will be sent into battle soon. I know how you feel about me being 

a soldier, so please don’t be angry with me. Memories of the precious time we shared 

will help me get through this war. If I didn’t tell you before, you looked lovely in that 

blue dress you wore when I last saw you. The colour suits you. I promise to return for 

you. Wait for me. 

Love, Kevin 
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  He was tall with blonde hair and blue eyes. They had met while she and her family were on a 

beach lime at Maracas one Sunday afternoon. They later spent three wonderful weeks to-

gether, almost inseparable. He said that her brown skin reminded him of the sand that encir-

cled her twin-island. In the distance she saw the mailman. She sprung to her feet, her tor-

mented heart now filled with hope. 

  “Pleeease tell me you have a letter for me Uncle Dave?” Her eyes lit up, her hands clasped 

against her chest. 

  “I real sorry Miss Reena but it look like is only a few bills today.” The mailman smiled 

apologetically. “Maybe it go have something next time for sure.” 

  She lowered her head and fiddled with her fingers. “I don’t understand why he not writing 

me back. I mailing him a letter every week and he don’t even care to write me back once.” 

  The mailman’s heart went out to Reena when he saw the grief reflected in her big brown 

eyes. He could not say to her what everyone else in the small village already concluded; what 

even she must already know. He chose to be kind. 

  “I sure them soldiers real busy and don’t get enough time to write letters and thing. I does 

see what going on in the seven o’clock news, and it real tough out there with all that shooting 

and bombing up in the place.” 

  “Maa think that I going mad. She does tell me how all of this happen because I didn’t listen 

to she and I should stop expecting him to come back, because if he didn’t get kill by now, he 

must be find somebody else for sure.” She lifted her long dark lashes. “You think something 

happen to him Uncle Dave?” 

  “I have plenty mail to deliver today Miss Reena, you should go back inside and get some 

rest because you looking a little pale today. And don’t worry so much, you have to take care 

of baby Kevin, I done see he going and be a nice young man when he get big.” He waved to 

her and climbed onto his bike, disappearing around the corner. 

Reena dragged her feet all the way to her room. The soft cries from the cot grabbed her atten-

tion. She cradled her baby into her arms and he became silent when his tiny mouth searched 

and found her breast. His blonde hair and blue eyes were constant reminders of her first love. 

Her only love. There was so much to tell the both of them. 

The next morning Reena rose before dawn. Her tear-stained cheeks were again flawless. She 

chose a baby blue top and skirt. She brushed her hair and tied it back with a matching ribbon. 

She leaned into the cot over her sleeping baby and placed a gentle kiss on his forehead. Your 

father will return today, I know he will. She removed the wrinkled letter from under her pillow 

and clutched it protectively against her chest. She took her place near her bedroom window 

and waited.  ♦ 
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BazodeeBazodee 

Time exhaled.  

 

Swimming in the rootsy rhythm she slid into the surging tide.  

The heat beat against her head, 

as shards of sunlight crashed off glistening shoulders, 

bellies,  

backs. 

 

A fine saltine spray  

flung from swung locks, mohawks and bald heads alike,  

prisming release into all shades red,  

brown,  

blue-black.  

 

White-eyed raw-throated delight, feet slamming tar baby 

oh baby it sweet nuh...  

She flung herself forward, willing to get soaked to the skin,  

to soak it in, all this, all this wild abandon.  

 Riotous colours flocked among secrets straining to pop out.  

Though laid bare in noonday’s glare,  

long-held desires are curiously safe here. 

 Fantasy craves company.  

 

 

Hadlee SobersHadlee Sobers  
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Their shadows play footsie as their bodies graze. 

Glancing grabs;  

deliriously dangerous. 

“Who touched me?” 

 Vice has gone forth and its caress carouses. 

 

Steel pan man you is a bear faker! 

cause you only repeating after Mama Eart’s heart.  

She pulse pounding man, pumping leggo beast 

into the breast of each beauty bout here.  

 

Ms. Prim and Proper now turn out; 

that vein she keeps veiled now flooded with hot bursting blood.  

She scents herself,  

That eau de moi, 

usually masked by diamonds of white and velvet in blue.  

 

Here now though it let loose.  

Mother Goose never had more tales to tell than this; 

a hundred herstories, 

   seeping through dilated pores.  

 

  This is a side of her few ever see....  
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She WritesShe Writes  

 

to tell me 

she’s been admitted to the hospital 

that the tumor has spread from her stomach to her 

pancreas; she doesn’t have much time left 

 

we will never get to be those two crazy eighty-year-olds 

we imagined at twenty 

living in the Louisiana swamp with a houseful of cats 

matching rocking chairs on a porch made of old railroad ties 

we will never find each other after our husbands die of old age 

 

never have the chance to smile and say 

“now we can get on with our lives” 

Holly DayHolly Day  
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BirthBirth  
 

The grass looks green 

with the sun upon it. 

It washes and cleans everything. 

I can see old hand prints 

on glass. 

  

There is no one here with me 

just these words 

The words which pop up in my mind 

like numbers on an old till 

I have no idea where they have come from 

  

I find it hard to believe 

that I have made them. 

I am their father. 

Does the paper and pen give them life? 

Are there more unborn words in my mind. 

Maybe there is a big birthing pool 

Did I, 

Really 

deliver them. 

Marc CarverMarc Carver  
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Vashti BowlahVashti Bowlah  

Coming HomeComing Home  

  

   Mrs. Kishore was at the kitchen table shelling a bowl of freshly picked peas when Amit 

strolled in.  She peered over her spectacles, looking him up and down. 

   “Is after nine in the morning and you now get up,” she clicked her tongue in disgust.  “I 

don’t know what to say about you.” 

   “Don’t start so early ma, let me at least eat something first.”  He searched the pots on the 

cupboard, darting glances at her over his shoulder.  “What you cook?” 

   “Everything right there, just heat back the tea in the pot.”  She replied, observing him 

from the corners of her eyes. 

   “So you not taking out my food for me today?” He grabbed a few grains of shelled peas 

from the bowl and popped them into his mouth. 

   “You feel you still small.” She slapped his hand when he tried to reach into the bowl 

again.  “I tired tell you you’s a big man now, time to find a good job and see to get married, 

so you will have a wife to cook and serve you whole day.” 

   He shook his head and proceeded to serve his own breakfast.  “I don’t know why you 

don’t stop trying to marry me off to every girl you know, I will get married when I ready.” 

   “That’s the thanks I does get for trying to tell you the right thing.  You does have a prob-

lem with every girl; one nose too big, one not pretty enough and one too skinny.  You feel 

you’s a prince but wait and see, by the time you ready, no girl go want to even watch you, 

much less get married to you.” 

   “We’ll talk about this another time ma, there are other things you could worry about.” 

   “All you want is to laze around the house whole day, lime with your friends or play cards 

by the bar.  How long you expect me to take care of you with the little pension I does get?” 

   He mumbled a reply under his breath. 

   “Samdaye son is a clerk in the ministry of works, Dularie son working in the sweet drink 

factory and Leela son is a school teacher.  All them boys does help they mother when the 

month done.  If you liming with them you should try and be like them too.  Why you think I 

work so hard to send you to school?” 
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   “You don’t have to tell me one thing over and over ma, I’m not a child.  I can’t take this 

nagging every single day.”  He shoved his plate and teacup aside and sprang to his feet.  “I 

have some things to do today.” 

   “Where you going? Eat out your food first, things not cheap in the market you know!”  

Her words seemed to fall on deaf ears as he stormed out the kitchen and through the front 

door. 

   She stowed away the shelled peas and went to the small shrine in her room which con-

sisted of a few murtis and religious pictures in a corner shelf.  She adjusted her orhni over 

her head and stood before Lord Ganesh with her palms gently pressed together. 

   “Hai Bhagwan, what wrong with this child of mine eh?  He don’t want to get married or 

find a job.  I get three offers for he already with nice-nice pretty girls who could cook and 

wash, but he don’t like none of them.  How long I go cook and wash he clothes?  Just now 

when I dead and gone, who go take care of he?  Leela and Dularie have daughter-in-law 

and grandchildren already and they always talking about them, but who I have to talk 

about.  I don’t know when I will ever see a daughter-in-law, much less for grandchildren.  

All is asking is for you to put some sense in he head.  Jai Bhagwan.” 

   Mrs. Kishore continued her household duties for the day, washing the dishes, dusting 

the shelves and sweeping the yard.  She walked past Amit’s room to return the broom to 

its corner and noticed that his door was ajar.  He normally kept his room locked, insisting 

that he would clean it himself, but she had her doubts.  She entered and started tidying up, 

collecting his dirty clothes from the floor and folding the clean ones.  She opened a 

drawer of his wardrobe to put them away and saw a stack of envelopes addressed to him.  

She opened one, then another, and could tell they were rejection letters from various com-

panies he had applied to for vacant positions, some dating back a couple of years.  He 

never mentioned them to her and she never thought to ask; she only assumed the worst of 

him. She sat on the edge of his bed, her heart heavy with regret for all the negative things 

she had said to him, not only today but throughout the years.  She decided she would cook 

his favourite meal for dinner, to make up for her harsh words. 

   She retired to the living room after she finished cooking and cleaning, and turned on the 

television.  She wondered where Amit was, as evening was creeping in and he hadn’t re-

turned. She had drifted off to sleep, and when she awoke, the evening had darkened into 

night.  The television was still on and the seven o’ clock news was in progress.  They were 

reporting an accident where three persons died in a highway collision, but the victims 

were yet to be identified.  Her heart stopped beating momentarily.  She raced through the 

house calling out to Amit but there was no answer.  He still had not returned home since 

he left that morning.  She panicked and her entire body shivered.  He never stayed out 

without informing her about his whereabouts.  She wondered whether he was involved in 

that accident, or whether he was kidnapped, robbed or beaten and dumped somewhere.  

The thought was too much to bear.  He always complained that she nagged him too much 

and she wondered whether she had driven him away, never to return. 
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   Without sparing another thought, she locked the doors and rushed out of the house in 

search of a taxi.  She was an old woman and she would take her chances on the streets.  

If she stayed at home she wouldn’t be able to sleep.  She was fortunate to see a villager 

who was on his way home after plying his taxi, and hired him to take her around.  Her 

first stop was at the bar nearby where Amit usually hung out with his friends, but he 

wasn’t there.  She then stopped at his grandparents’ house in the next village, in case he 

had opted to visit and spend the night, but they hadn’t seen him.  She also checked the 

police station in the area where they had reported the accident earlier, and to her relief, 

Amit was not involved.  She searched other bars, restaurants and street corners and any-

where else she could think of.  By the time she was through, it was almost dawn.  Too 

tired to go any further, she decided to return home and rest for a while.  At that moment, 

she wished she had agreed to use the cell phone Amit had tried to convince her so many 

times before that she needed. 

   She entered into the living room, and a great silence reigned throughout the house.  

She filled a glass of water from the kitchen and hunched over the table.  For quite some 

time she sat motionless, staring vacantly ahead of her.  Horrible thoughts about what 

might have happened to Amit resurfaced.  She covered her face with her hands and the 

tears streamed quickly down her face. 

   It was approaching mid-day when she heard movements at the front door.  She re-

trieved her bilna from the cupboard, keeping her eyes and ears alert, while praying that 

it wasn’t a burglar. 

   “Ma! You home?” 

   Her heart pumped with relief when she heard the familiar voice.  She wiped away any 

trace of her tears and rushed over to greet him. 

   He held out his hands in apology when she approached. “Don’t start to quarrel until 

you hear me out, because I know you have plenty reason to quarrel today.” 

   She threw her arms around his waist to embrace him, pressing her head against his 

chest.  She hoped he didn’t feel the tremor in her body, or sense her receding despair 

that almost wrecked her nerves, for he might think her to be a silly old woman. 

   “Ma? You okay? Something wrong?”  

   She tightened her grip, refusing to let go. 

   “Ma? What wrong?” 

   She eventually loosened her hold and her arms dropped to her sides.  “No, nothing 

wrong.  I just thought was a burglar and I was frighten.” 

   “Well it all right now so don’t worry.  I knew you’d be worried when I didn’t come 

home last night, but you wouldn’t believe what happened.” His eyes widened. 

   “Come and eat something first and then you go talk, I sure you didn’t eat nothing.” 

She led him to the kitchen, his presence giving her a feeling of comfort. 
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   “But ma…” 

   “Look boy, just do what I tell you.”  She suppressed a smile and ushered him to the 

table. 

   Her look softened and words could not express how she felt.  She took the food out of 

the refrigerator that she had cooked for him the previous day, and served him a tall glass 

of juice, while he waited for the lunch. 

   “You don’t want to know where I was?” A broad grin spread across his face as he 

took out some money from his pocket and placed it on the table.  “I have some good 

news so you wouldn’t have to quarrel with me again, at least half the time.” 

   She had been blessed with him at the age of thirty six when she had almost given up 

on raising a child of her own.  Her mind wandered to when she first held him in her 

arms twenty five years ago, the child she comforted whenever he had fallen down and 

hurt himself, and the little boy she had coached to take his first step; each memory just 

as vivid to this day. 

   “Ma?” his voice broke into her thoughts.  “You not behaving like yourself today, you 

sure you okay?  You really don’t want to know where I was?” 

   She shook her head with a quiet joy.  “It don’t matter where you was, only that you 

here now.” 

   He seemed puzzled by her strange behaviour and response.  Then his entire face lit up 

when she placed the steaming hot meal before him.♦ 
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I AM That I AMI AM That I AM  
 

What’s so wrong with standing out in the crowd 

Wearing green when everyone else is in brown, 

Being down low when everyone is off the ground 

Taking the left side when the others are on the right 

What’s so wrong with putting up a fight 

When the others stand back, out of sight 

 

What’s so wrong with speaking my mind, being in the light 

Singing out loud, out of tune 

Dancing in the street and speaking to the moon 

What’s so wrong with me wearing my heart on my sleeve 

I know someday you might pick-up and leave 

If you take some of my love, I won’t call you a thief 

Just don’t be surprised if your departure is my relief 

  

What’s so wrong with being unique 

So what if I don’t shop at a boutique 

What’s so wrong with working the fields 

The rice and corn and cane and beans 

Blistering my feet, getting stung by bees 

Working in the world of the forgotten 

Helping to build a future for them 

  

 

Kathya Julissa CastañedaKathya Julissa Castañeda    
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What’s so wrong with looking you in the eye 

And seeing if your words are nothing but lies 

What’s so wrong with my feminine side 

Do you think I’m weak, that I’ll run and hide? 

I am that I am! 

My strength is mine! 

It’s been challenged sometimes 

It’s been built with time! 

  

What’s so wrong with me bearing my load 

Walking barefoot on this road 

I’m not alone! 

Because I am that I am 

Don’t need anything else 

Just put me to the test!  
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Somebody!Somebody!  

 

Percival Bowen, the Second. 

That’s what his mama named him. 

And all through school he was mocked for it. 

She did it to mock the man who had sired then abandoned him. 

“Ah na fu me picknee!” 

He had a name and his family’s reputation to think of, he said, looking like a small boy afraid of 

a belting from his father, though already a man. He had his law degree, was set to follow in his 

legislator-father’s footsteps. And she, he reminded her, was “just some huckster who bang wa-

ter come ah Antigua.” 

Sweet enough to fuck under the shadow of the quarter moon, sneaking out ‘fore day morning as 

the cock started to stir, she thought at him, viciously, watching from the rumpled bed as he 

scurried away. She didn’t argue with his logic, or his insults. But then she wasn’t much for talk-

ing, and didn’t speak Antiguan English well anyway. He did all the talking now, as he had in 

the beginning. 

...She’d been bent over a bath of his mother’s under-things, delicates the woman preferred to 

have washed by hand. 

She’d been humming to herself, an old French lullabye her tanty used to sing to her as she 

combed her hair and twisted it into knots each night before bed. 

“Fais dodo, petit, pour mama” 

 “You have a sweet voice,” he said, all sweet then. “What’s that yuh singing?” 

And she’d told him, watching him seize the opening, smiling to herself, flattered by his eager-

ness. It was sweet. There was something of the boy about him that let the girl in her come out to 

play. 

 Of course, that was the problem in the end; he was a boy playing at being a man. The child 

now growing in her needed him to man up and he wasn’t up to it, and so he ran away. And she 

let him. 

 

Joanne C. HillhouseJoanne C. Hillhouse  
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She didn’t cry or mourn the loss of him. She had a stubbornness her father had never been able 

to beat out of her, even with his thick police belt. 

So, she gave the child that Percival Bowen wouldn’t take, his name. 

And that name hung like a cloud, heavy and dark but refusing to burst, over his head all of his 

childhood. 

Now he held it, like the golden ticket; the puke green birth certificate with the reviled name: 

Percival Bowen ll. 

(Like he was royalty or something.) 

‘Mother’s name: Josephine Jean Pierre’ 

‘Father’s name:    ‘ 

Blank. 

He had a face to put to that blank spot, of course; knew it as surely as he knew his own: the cleft 

in the chin, the fat cheeks, the piercing eyes, the aristocratic nose. He’d read that in a book 

somewhere; the aristocratic nose. He’d read it and thought of his father right away. It was an 

up-in-the-air kind of nose, not so much for scenting as for sniffing at things. 

It was an odd nose for a boy growing up in Garlin’, where the dam gutter overflowed every 

time it rained and had been known to sweep children and small animals out to sea; a boy grow-

ing up with a mother who washed and ironed for others during the week and sold ground provi-

sions sent by banana boat from Dominica on the weekend. 

These were sent by her Appie, the only family his mother ever spoke of with affection, eyes soft 

like women in the movies. 

She never looked at him like that. 

Her eyes were flinty, like the coal sold in the market, when she looked at him. 

She took the same belt her father had used on her and whipped him into shape while other boys 

from Garlin’ fell to bad grades, inferior birth, and the lure of 1735 – the country’s sole prison. 

He was pressed and pomaded and lotion’d with cooking oil into the something he was meant to 

be. 

Back talk meant a beating. 

Poor grades meant a beating. 
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And that time he scudded Sunday school to help his school’s cricket team to victory up at St. 

John’s pasture, had led to the worst beating of all. 

“You nar go come nutten,” she swore, in her best Antiguan, as sweat dripped from her arm pits 

and her arms jiggled with each rise of the belt. 

He fantasized about running off to become a Rasta like his old primary school chum, Zion; set-

tled for sneaking off to smoke weed with him now and again. Zion taught him what bush to use 

to mask the ganja smell. 

It wasn’t much of a life. 

But it led him to the dais at the Antigua Grammar School as part of the graduating class of ‘73, 

palming Mr. Sandiford’s hand as he claimed his school leaving certificate with a big, nervous 

smile.  He caught his mother’s eye as he stumbled down the steps to reclaim his seat amidst 

these boys of privilege with whom an illegitimate boy from Garlin’ could never really fit. If 

only because he didn’t want the life in the civil service or in service to the bar, the things they 

aspired to. 

But, as he caught her eye, it was soft and damp like those women in the movies, and the glint 

spoke of satisfaction, like he was a line of impeccable whites she’d bleached with determina-

tion, and Blue, and sunshine. 

And he felt something burst inside, felt it like a bowel movement. 

He cried that night, laid out on the cot in his room after the kerosene lamp had been put out. 

He wanted to be that something she spoke of, if it meant seeing that look on her face again, a 

look that looked something like love. 

So, Percival Bowen II worked hard at his job at the post office and the bank teller job that fol-

lowed, and the loan interview he managed to bluff his way into – and for which he’d secured 

the dreaded birth certificate and the school transcripts and even a recommendation letter from 

Mr. Sandiford, and Ms. Glinnis, his one time Sunday School teacher. 

On his last day at the bank, the day before the start of his new life thanks to the scholarship he’d 

talked his way into, like the politician his father had become and maybe he was destined to be, 

Percival Bowen II looked up to see his own face blinking back at him. 

He’d seen it driving by in cars that gleamed and on TV talking about politics and the economy 

and other important things, and in church, marching purposefully towards those seats near the 

front that everyone knew not to sit in unless they were somebody. He’d never happened upon it 

in the bank before, at his wicket, close enough to touch or spit on. 
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He knew this breaking feeling, had felt it the night of his graduation. 

Outside, it showed as a bead of sweat you’d have to look closely to see, on the bridge of his aris-

tocratic nose. 

Percival Bowen II wiped his damp hands on his pressed khakis, holding himself together even as 

he fell apart. He cleared his throat and met his father’s eyes. 

The man blinked at him, his usually pursed lips slack. One fat cheek jumped as though he wanted 

to say something. 

And it was suddenly important that he didn’t. 

The clock ticked forward, not back. 

Percy, that’s what his friends called him, straightened. 

“How may we help you today, sir?”  ♦ 
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   Welcome to the first of St. Somewhere Journal’s new quarterly issues. Not only does this is-

sue represent a new publication schedule for the journal, but it is the first to feature our new lay-

out. It is my hope that this new model will be enjoyed and appreciated by our readers and con-

tributors alike. As our young journal grows and develops, it continues to adapt. Finding the 

most effective means of serving our literary community may be an ongoing process, but deliv-

ering interesting and engaging material remains an unwavering goal. 

  Here in the Autumn 2010 issue, you will find writers that appear in St. Somewhere Journal for 

the first time, as well as some returning talent. We are pleased to feature work from established 

writers while making a concerted effort to provide new and up-and-coming writers of note a 

home for their work. Our mission is to present works from or related to the Caribbean Basin 

region, while also welcoming the occasional piece from the broader field of international litera-

ture. All of these things are present in this issue, as we hope you have come to expect. 

   Aside from the great new works of fiction and poetry, you will also find listed in these pages 

our nominees for the 2010 Pushcart Prize. I would like to use a bit of this space to thank each of 

these writers for allowing me to publish their work in previous issues of St. Somewhere Jour-

nal. It was difficult to narrow the choices down to such a small number, but I believe that these 

particular pieces represent the best of our 2010 material in a way that most suits the purpose. 

My congratulations go to each of these writers for standing out in such a talented crowd and I 

wish them luck. The fate of their literary gems now rests in the hands of the Pushcart judges! 

   In closing, I would like to encourage each of you to share St. Somewhere Journal with your 

friends and family. This publication is, and will remain, free to our readers for as long as it en-

dures. So, please read and enjoy, but you may also download a digital copy, print it, email it to 

friends or distribute it in most any other way you may desire. All that we ask is that you respect 

the copyrights of this publication and its contributors by not reusing or republishing the con-

tents elsewhere.  

  Thanks again for reading St. Somewhere Journal and we look forward to sharing with you 

again in January with our Winter 2011 issue. 

 

With warmest regards, 

Randy Baker 

Editor-in-Chief 

Editor’s Editor’s   

CornerCorner  
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Call ForCall For  

SubmissionsSubmissions  

We are now accepting submissions for the Winter 2011 issue of St. Somewhere Journal. The 

deadline to be considered for this issue is December 15, 2010. Publication will be in late Janu-

ary. 

Fiction: Please submit short fiction of 5,000 words or less. Submit your fiction as an attached 

document or in the body of your email. We prefer a web-friendly format, meaning that we'd ap-

preciate it if you'd single space your paragraphs and double space between paragraphs, with no 

indentations. 

 

Poetry: Any form is acceptable. Unlike some publications, we have no particular bias for or 

against rhyming poetry or free verse. Send no more than 5 poems, single spaced in the body of 

your email. 

 

Essay: Please submit essays of 5,000 words or less. Submit your essay as an attached docu-

ment, or in the body of your email. We prefer a web-friendly format (see above under 

"fiction"). For our purposes, we consider an essay to be literary, film or cultural criticism, book 

reviews or creative non-fiction. 

Visual Art: Submissions of visual art will be accepted and considered for use as cover art for 

our publication, as well as interior art. Scanned images of visual works are acceptable, but pho-

tography is particularly encouraged. For photography that includes identifiable individuals, you 

must be able to provide a copy of a signed model release form. Please submit your art work as 

an attachment in .jpg format. 

Submitting: All submissions should be sent via email to: editor@stsomewherejournal.com 

Include your name, pseudonym (if any) and a brief bio of no more than 150 words. If you have 

a website related to your writing or art, please provide a link. Please include all of this informa-

tion in both the body of your email, as well as in any attached documents. 

 

Simultaneous submissions are welcome, but we expect an immediate notification if your work 

has been accepted elsewhere. Previously published work is not generally accepted, though ex-

ceptions may be made, particularly for previously self-published work (including personal web-

sites).  

For  further details on our submission process, please  visit our website. 

www.stsomewherejournal.com 
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Emmanuel JakpaEmmanuel Jakpa  

ArtlessArtless  
 

There are times 

you make my emotion rushes 

incoherently, 

  

like young gazelles 

through the vineyards before dawn 

up to the hill of spices, 

  

like steam hissing 

from the lips of a kettle 

without a rhythm, 

  

like the approaching stamp 

of late athletic cows hurrying home 

to their bleating calves, 

  

like comb through the hair 

in the morning 

when late for work. 

BeachBeach  
 

The wind blows from the far sky. 

And the shore inhales, exhales, 

the salty fragrance of the tides. 

It keeps on doing this, in and out. 

                   

The sun comes out, with heat. 

It makes me feel so nice within, 

like looking into your eyes, 

or holding hands, saying nothing. 
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On WritingOn Writing  

 

  When I hopped the bus, I had a pleasant buzz in my belly that had nothing to with the 

barely sipped beer in my hand; the sun was warm on my shoulders and the smile from 

the Dread at the side of the road was just warm. Inside, the air-conditioned bus smelt of 

pine and other far away things; and the music was from way up North and somewhere 

over the rainbow, earnest crooning over hyperbolic lyrics that only added to the good-

time feeling in me. And as I leaned my forehead against the glass and sang along, I 

knew I would write it, though it was little more than a whisper, because that’s what I do, 

because it makes the bad moments bearable and allows me to cling to the good ones just 

a little longer. 

   And the bad moments that spring from good? Well, those are the most interesting of 

all. 

   I was thinking of him, when I wrote…that… someone who had never really been mine 

and whom I had somehow managed to lose altogether. I was wallowing in how invisible 

I felt in his presence; so invisible in fact that while I knew I existed, I began to doubt 

that we ever had. I was born daydreaming. As I watched our ‘relationship’ shiver out of 

existence, I had to write myself back into the picture, if only for myself. In writing it, I 

kept nothing of the man, nothing of the situation except for that longing to be seen and 

acknowledged by him, for him to remember what I couldn’t forget. As I wrote it, it be-

came real again, and I felt a little less invisible. 

   And so my writing, a solid, specific thing springs from these intangibles. 

   Another unpublished story, I’ll name this one, The Dinner Party is inspired in part by 

the opening sequence of the film The Age of Innocence, which I’ll always remember as 

the film at which my boyfriend at the time settled in for a good nap with instructions to 

wake him up when it was done. Visually, it grabbed me right away; the place settings 

and dinner parties and what they said of the community. I was leaning, I think, towards 

similarly reflecting the community of the story through food and the gatherings that take 

place around it. These little accents help to position the story in a particular place, and 

that’s what I was going for. 

   Sometimes, I write to see what I can make of things 

My favourite scene in another of my stories Country Club Kids, just published in The 

Caribbean Writer, is the tennis match. In a story about outsiders and insiders and be-

longing and growing up, in a sport defined by those very concepts, I wanted to capture 

the sounds and rhythm and energy of both the physical and inner battle. I wrote then to 

capture the unacknowledged tensions that shadow our interactions; because like the 

character in the story, I can’t pretend they are not there and in this space of the creative 

imagination I can capture, confront, and…maybe…release them. 

 

 

Joanne C. HillhouseJoanne C. Hillhouse  
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   I have no great wealth. No talent for singing or dancing or painting or making music; no talent 

for interacting, even. But I see the world and I react to it and I am a part of it, and I make sense 

of it here, on the page. Whether to let it go or let it in, or to feel it, or remember it, or make 

sense of it, or share it, or be a part of it; I write it. 

   Because maybe writing through it will help me make sense of it, make peace with it. Is that 

why death shows up so often I wonder?…in Friday Night Fish Fry…in After Glow…in Moth-

ers’ Lament…in Seven… 

   Because everything that’s in me comes pouring out and yet I’m never empty. 

   Because the words flow from my finger tips, as if they have a direct link to my soul. 

   Because, sadistic or not, narcissistic or not, I like when people say I made them laugh or cry, 

feel! 

   I write…because there’s power and magic and beauty in creating. 

   As I sit here on my back verandah watching the green of the mango leaves and the soursop 

leaves and the leaves of the date palm and the  lemon tree and banana and hibiscus and guava, 

as well as the high  grass tickling their roots…so many different shades of green, I would paint 

it if I could, the way this one yellows in the middle or browns at the tip…but I can’t paint. 

   And so I write. 

   Sunset is my favourite time of day and it’s spectacular always, God showing off that S/He’s 

the greatest painter with colours we have yet to name and new colours again tomorrow. I wish I 

could freeze it, but then I’d miss it changing into night and another day and another sunset. I 

can’t hold it. And I don’t really want to, I suppose; but to feel all those things it makes me feel, 

small and big and trembly and wondrous, that I would hold. But I can’t hold it, so I write. 

   I write of the grey blanketing the sky in this now, and the palm fronds waving hello or bye 

bye, of the sensation settling low in my gut as I try to capture this. I write because I live and I 

feel and …this …is how I access it. This is what God gave me; this is all S/He gave me. 

   My father told me the other day that before I could decode the words, I would read pictures, 

and relate the story to anyone who would listen. And I think how I’ve always daydreamed 

whole lives, part of  my way of seeing the world. There has always been, with me, the story be-

hind the story, and the questioning about things. Then, in my teens, the dark - woe is me - teens, 

I was able to put pen to paper and write my way through a lot of what I was feeling. That’s 

something I still do, write and release, write and release… 

   When my grandmother died, I experienced a grieving time and distance finally allowed me to 

revisit in my book, The Boy from Willow Bend. When she left, I was a child then, and she left 

me (or I confiscated, I'm not sure anymore) her two silver bracelets and a black and white note-

book which had stories in her handwriting (though I can’t speak for the authorship). And I 

started writing on the remaining pages of that book. And I still have that book and those brace-

lets. 

   …and I write, still. 
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Shayla HawkinsShayla Hawkins  

  

  

NIGHT OF THE DUTCHMAN NIGHT OF THE DUTCHMAN   

Oranjestad, Aruba, May 30, 2005  

He lured her from the nightclub. And, just like that, she vanished and vaporized into a 

mystery as elusive and ethereal as the sea-scented night. 

 

 

 

 

 

RESTAVEK NO MORE RESTAVEK NO MORE   

Haiti, January 12, 2010  

Chantal didn’t know which deity sent the quake. But when she saw her abuser dead, she 

lifted her tiny nine-year-old hands and praised them all. 

 

 

 

 

 

HOW YESENIA SELECTED HER HUSBAND HOW YESENIA SELECTED HER HUSBAND   

La Parguera, Puerto Rico  

Carlos gave her a ring. But Emilio fed her the lavish fruit from his mango tree until her 

lips gleamed golden sweet like the sun. 
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Contributor’sContributor’s  

NotesNotes  

Carlyon Blackman 

Carlyon Blackman is a born/bred Bajan native of Barbados who is defining/refining her voice through 

poetry. Previous publications include The Caribbean Writer. Carlyon can be reached at blackberry-

juice@hotmail.com 

 

Carol Mitchell 

Carol Mitchell is a native of St. Kitts and Nevis, best known for her 

innovative children's books, the Caribbean Adventure Series 

(www.caribbeanadventureseries.com). 

 

Elvis Alves 

Elvis Alves was born in Guyana and raised in Brooklyn, NY, where he currently lives and works. He 

has a Bachelor of Arts, with a major in religion, from Colgate University. He also holds a Master of Di-

vinity degree from Princeton Theological Seminary. 

 

Emmanuel Jakpa 

Oritsegbemi Emmanuel Jakpa was born in Warri, Nigeria, and currently lives in Ireland.  His poetry has 

been published widely, including in The Diagram, Echoing Years, Barnwood, and Edison Literary Re-

view. He has been nominated for Pushcart Prizes three times,  and  he  received  the 2008 

Yeat’s  Pierce  Loughran Award. 

 

Hadlee Sobers 

A self-confessed 'dabbler' Hadlee Sobers lives and daredreams in Barbados. 

 

Holly Day 

Holly Day is a journalism instructor living in Minneapolis, Minnesota, with her husband and two chil-

dren. Her most recent nonfiction books are Music Theory for Dummies, Music Composition for Dum-

mies, and Guitar All-in-One for Dummies. Her poetry and fiction has most recently appeared in Willow 

Review, The Blotter, and Pinyon. 
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Joanne C. Hillhouse 

Joanne C. Hillhouse, an Antiguan, is the author of The Boy from Willow Bend and Dancing Nude in the 

Moonlight. A former Breadloaf fellow and one time participant in the Caribbean Fiction Writers Sum-

mer Institute, she has also published  in several Caribbean and international journals; including The Car-

ibbean Writer, Ma Comère, tongues of the ocean, Women Writers, Sea Breeze, Calabash, the CLR 

James Journal, and Mythium. Joanne freelances as a writer and editor, and also conducts writing classes; 

for more visit http://www.jhohadli.com  

 

Kathya_Julissa_Castañeda 
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